
Wr. Farris Rookstool III 	 3/6/93 
1001 N. Lamar St., #300 
Dallas, TX 75202 

Dear F arris, 

In addition to copies of the records you asked for I enclose several others 

that at some point may be# of use or interest to your office. 

You may have seen UR 62-109060, 9/13(?)/66, Jones to Wick, in Athan Theoharis' 

book. I pave it to hi7. I've nolebeen his book. The attached page is from WAtewash. . 

Jou referred to additional FuIA brocessing. It is for this reason that I enclose 

copies of lists of Dallas SAs that I used in a lawsuit; 
Y14,r 

All these names are dioclosed officially ana
vi/  cannot be withheld now properly, as 

became the practise about half-way through my CA 78-0322. (Later combined with 0400.) 

There can hardlt be an honest privacy claim with even the addresses and home phones 

disclosed, although that claim was made in the last half of that litigation. 

There is a chanced envirnement now, I think. 

Moreover, when some at FBIIIQ wanted to withhold from what the Commission would pub- 

lish and bake accessible at the Archives, ftoover was firmly opposed to it and pro- 

hibited it. 

There is a name I forgot to give Detective Adams when he phoned me. If the FBI 

develops any interest it might be useful to speak to Gus Rus97l, who lives in Baltimore. 

I met him through Livingstone and WaybriCht. I've heard from him that he is working on 

a documentary and Ursomeobe else that it is or is also a book with a co-author. 

The documentary is supposed to be for WGBH/PBS. 

His address is 27 H. Symington Ave, 21228. 

The initials on the DJ file copy of the Katzenbach 11/25/63 memo to Moyers are of 

Howard P. Willens, a DJ lawFer loaned tote Commission, where he was third on the 

staff. It was not filed until May 21, 1965. 

I am aware of what Buck kevill told Lke Snyder about a new look, more or less. I do 

not think that will happen. But if it does come to pass I think I may have done much if not 

most of its work for it. And it would be available. 

I'm glad you phoned and we had a chance to talk even if that call, one by Crouch, 

another one I suggested to Adams that ho poeak to, and one from Mary's friend, one after 

the other, kept me from a single word or picture on Joe Gibbs' resignation. But if you 

call again, please try to remember that with sleep meauxx apnea, uncorrectable with me, I 

have to retire early and aim for 7 p.m. 

Sunce -ely, 

Harold Weisberg 


